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Autosys Event Server is a "data repository" that stores Autosys system information, events, and job definitions. The
AutosysDb is termed 'Data Server' which describes a server instance. Event Processor.

Client The following illustration shows the system components in a basic configuration, and displays the
communication paths between them: The Event Server is the database in which the system state and object
definitions are stored. Objects include but are not limited to calendars, jobs, and global variables. To aid in
disaster recovery, much of the active state of the system, in particular, the Scheduler, is stored in the Event
Server. For example, events and their current states, machine statuses, job statuses, and machine queues are all
stored in the Event Server. Scheduler Replaces the Event Processor. A multi-threaded process which selects
events from the Event Server and processes them. Architecturally both the versions are covered. The rest of
the parameters discussed are used in the current version of the Autosys. DTC refers to any technique used to
create or identify execution threads during run time. In its pure form, no a prior knowledge of the parallelism
inherent in a program is utilized; all decisions are made during run time Application Server: It has a persistent
connection to the DB to allow improved response speed. Event Server The DB containing the events. Can we
write new version and old version differences? Or is it an upcoming topic? This feature provides complete
redundancy so that, if you lose one Event Server due to hardware, software, or network problems, operations
can continue on the second Event Server without loss of information or functionality. This feature is
independent of any replication or redundancy offered by the database. Each Scheduler should run on a
separate computer. Both the Primary Scheduler and the Shadow Scheduler periodically update the Event
Server to indicate that they are inactive mode. The Shadow Scheduler remains in an idle mode, receiving
periodic messages called pings from the Primary Scheduler. Basically, these messages indicate that the
Primary Scheduler is operating correctly. However, if the Primary Scheduler fails for some reason, the
Shadow Scheduler takes over the responsibility of interpreting and processing events. Without this process,
both the Primary and Shadow Schedulers assume that the other Scheduler has failed and, therefore, both
proceed with processing events. For example, imagine a scenario where the Shadow Scheduler is configured
to run on the same computer as one of the Event Servers, and this computer gets disconnected from the
network. The Shadow Scheduler continues to use the Event Server on its node assuming there has been an
Event Server failure and that the Primary Scheduler has failed. However, it is actually the Shadow Scheduler
computer that has failed. The Tie-breaker Scheduler running on a third node resolves this problem. It remains
permanently idle and updates the Event Servers periodically to indicate its presence. In the example scenario,
the Shadow Scheduler realizes that it is the failed node when it does not receive updates from the Tie-breaker
Scheduler. Let us demonstrate the architecture with an example which illustrates the interactions between the
Event Server, the Scheduler, the Application Server, and the Agents. Then, the Scheduler reads the appropriate
job definition from the database, including the command and the full path name to the profile to use for the
job. For jobs running on Windows computers, the Scheduler also retrieves the user IDs and passwords
required to run the job on the client computer. In the example, the Agent runs the following command: Then
the Scheduler passes the necessary details about the job to the parent Agent. The details include the command
to run and how to contact the Application Server. The parent Agent starts the child Agent, which is
responsible for monitoring the progress of the Client job. At this point, the parent has completed and awaits
additional jobs to run from the Scheduler. The child Agent completes the communication with the Scheduler.
The Scheduler understands that the Agent has everything it requires to run the Client job, and the Agent can
continue without further interaction with the Scheduler. The Agent checks the resource to verify that the
minimum number of processes is available. Then the child Agent logs on to the computer as the user listed as
the owner in the job definition. On Windows, the Agent uses the credentials passed to it from the Scheduler.
Finally, the Agent creates a child process that runs the command specified in the job definition. The command
completes and exits, and the Agent captures the command exit code. The Agent communicates the event,
including the exit code and status, to the Application Server, which in turn places the event in the Event
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Server. If the job completes successfully, the Agent deletes the log file on the Agent computer, based on
configuration specifications. The child Agent then exits. To complete the operation, the Scheduler processes
the events sent by the Agent in Steps 6 and 8, which in turn may start other jobs.
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As their names imply, command jobs execute commands, box jobs are containers that hold other jobs (including other
boxes), and file watcher jobs watch for the arrival of a specified file. In the AutoSys environment, the box job (or box) is a
container of other jobs.

AutoSys can be said as a Job scheduler; which is basically a computer program used for controlling the
unattended execution of a batch processing instructions which includes series of a program being executed at
once. AutoSys services are mainly used for commercial purposes. Since its introduction, it has gone through a
series of development and improvements. At present, CA Inc. History William Arntz was the person, who
invented this job scheduling software , but unfortunately, he could not do much marketing of the AutoSys
software, as a result, back in , the AutoSys tool was sold to Platinum International Company. Nevertheless, the
Platinum Company also did not have a long run, though, they brought in some new features and improvement,
but in , Computer Associates International bought the company for 3. And since then, CA Inc. Since then,
various version of the software have been released, the latest version of it was released in , and it is referred as
AutoSystem version How AutoSys does really works? A task is defined with some initial set of conditions.
Therefore, whenever, a new information appears, it executes the scheduled jobs, and collects the information
and supplies it during management of the same kind of task. The event processor can be regarded as the most
important component of the AutoSys system. Its main task is scanning executing the processing all the
information it reads from the Database. When a user starts the process, the Event processor will scan the
whole database and will check for new events, if it finds a new event, the processor will check the condition
and then execute the event. The Event Server contains all kinds of information related to the system; it also
monitors and reports information. What is need of AutoSys? As you know, AutoSys is job scheduling
software, which helps in managing workload, the job scheduling task is done in Windows-AT or UNIX Corn,
the jobs gets activated at certain scheduled times. Other than activating scheduler jobs, it can be also be used
to turn on events, timer, alerts. A user just needs to specify the day or week during which an event or a script
to get started. AutoSys GUI Using the GUI of AutoSys is quite simple and the commands are fairly similar to
the command used in JIL, a user needs to define certain parameters for a job or event, and after that, he needs
to set a scheduled time when and where the event is going to get started.
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Description. In a mixed environment with EM console and AutoSys, the customer may want to execute some AutoSys
commands via message actions. To execute the AutoSys command, it is not enough to specify the AutoSys account in
the action runid field of message action because these commands have to be run in the correct AutoSys environment.

If the job code there and the code is greater than 0 than it is failure Inactive: In this job has not to be run or its
status is internally altered. The administrator has kept that job on-hold so that will not run until it release. In
this job can be start as a logically but that system will show it is offline present. In this job will unable to start
because the machine should be restart the issues are due to the network problems. Job is currently executing.
Agent will send the job request to start the job. If the job code is less than 0 then it is a success. Job is to be
terminated with the kill event or with the terminated parameter. Default Box job Behaviour: Where the job
runs only in one per box for execution. Job in the box will run only when itself run. If any job is running in the
box the running status will show and the process will not complete until the all jobs are run and the success
status will return only when the job return its status is success in a box and failure status will also come like
that only. Unless the job status returns only it will over otherwise the job should be run until it reaches status
of success or failure. And changing the state of a job is inactive. If the box starts its run then the all jobs which
are in box will work and there status is activated and they are authorized to do work. Jobs with additional
starting condition remains in the activated state until those additional dependencies have meet. Single actions
are to be performed on the which are validated machine. First of all job should be inserted and then required
job type ,and the job owner which means id of user and then command will run under the client machine and
the machine will said that which command is running on machine. Command is an single Unix command and
the description should be there for documentation. Max run alarm which means it should not take longer time
than the specified time. Min run alarm which means it should not complete the task less than the specified
time. Standard out file where the owner permission are written then file can be redirected to any file and watch
file is the name of the file will be given to watch that. Job terminator will specifies the whether job is
terminated are not and the box is an fail or terminated. Where in this job date condition, start time days of
week condition, run calendar, exclude, term run ,n retry, run window, job load. Global online trainings gives
the best training on this unix training by the best trainers. By using this we can run various multiples systems
on a desktop. Global online trainings will give the best training on this with the advanced material also. We
provide best Autosys job support, if you want to learn Autosys job support just go through with my help desk.
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Autosys Tutorial Autosys Introduction blog.quintoapp.com is Autosys? CA Workload Automation AE (AutoSys Edition) is
a workload automation tool supplied by CA Technologies (formerly Computer Associates).

Autosys Quick Reference Introduction to Autosys: AutoSys is an automated job control system for
scheduling, monitoring, and reporting. These jobs can reside on any AutoSys-configured machine that is
attached to a network. An AutoSys job is any single command, executable, script, or Windows batch file. Each
AutoSys job definition contains a variety of qualifying attributes, including the conditions specifying when
and where a job should be run. There are the two methods you can use to create job definitions: Job Types and
Structure: There are three types of jobs: As their names imply, command jobs execute commands, box jobs are
containers that hold other jobs including other boxes , and file watcher jobs watch for the arrival of a specified
file. In the AutoSys environment, the box job or box is a container of other jobs. A box job can be used to
organize and control process flow. The box itself performs no actions, although it can trigger other jobs to run.
An important feature of this type of job is that boxes can be put inside of other boxes. Default Box Job
Behavior: Some important rules to remember about boxes are: Jobs run only once per box execution. Jobs in a
box will start only if the box itself is running. By default, a box will return a status of SUCCESS only when all
the jobs in the box have run and the status of all the jobs is "success. By default, a box will return a status of
FAILURE only when all jobs in the box have run and the status of one or more of the jobs is "failure. Job
States and Status: AutoSys keeps track of the current state, or status, of every job. The job status is displayed
in the job report generated by the autorep command, and in the job report you can view in the Job Activity
Console Following are the status of Autosys jobs: The job has not yet been processed. The event processor has
initiated the start job procedure with the Remote Agent. The job is running. If the job is a box job, this value
simply means that the jobs within the box may be started other conditions permitting. If it is a command or file
watcher job, the value means that the process is actually running on the remote machine. AutoSys issues an
alarm if a job is terminated. The job was unable to start due to hardware or application problems, and has been
scheduled to restart. The job can logically run that is, all the starting conditions have been met , but there are
not enough machine resources available. This job is removed from all conditions and logic, but is still defined
to AutoSys. Operationally, this condition is like deactivating the job. The difference between "on hold" and
"on ice" is that when an "on hold" job is taken off hold, if its starting conditions are already satisfied, it will be
scheduled to run, and it will run. On the other hand, if an "on ice" job is taken "off ice," it will not start, even if
its starting conditions are already satisfied. This job will not run until its starting conditions reoccur. The other
major distinction is that jobs downstream from the job that is "on ice" will run as though the job succeeded.
Whereas, all dependent jobs do not run when a job is on "on hold"â€”nothing downstream from this job will
run. AutoSys determines whether to start or not to start a job based on the evaluation of the starting conditions
or starting parameters defined for the job. These conditions can be one or more of the following: Every time
an event changes any of the above conditions, AutoSys finds all the jobs that may be affected by this change,
and determines whether or not to start them.
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In this Autosys tutorial I have explained about the Autosys architecture for version Autosys job scheduler is an
automated job control system for scheduling, reporting and monitoring. These jobs can reside on any configured
machine (Windows, UNIX or Linux) that is attached to the network.

These jobs can be a UNIX script, java program or any other program which can be invoked from shell. Before
starting we assume that user has already setup an AutoSys environment. This environment consists of autosys
server and autosys client. AutoSys System components 1. Event server AutoSys database 2. Remote agent
Event Server The event server is a AutoSys database which stores all system information and events as well as
all job, monitor, and report definitions. Sometimes this database is also called as a data server, which actually
describes a server instance. That is, it is either a UNIX or Windows process, and it is associated data space or
raw disk storage , that can include multiple databases or tablespaces. Event Processor This is main component
of the autosys system. This processes all the events it reads from dataserver. It schedules and starts jobs. When
you start the event processor it continually scans the database for events to be processed. When it finds one, it
checks whether the event satisfies the starting conditions for any job in the database. On a Windows machine,
the remote agent is a Windows service running on a remote client machine that is directed by the event
processor to perform specific tasks. The remote agent starts the command specified for a given job, sends
running and completion information about a task to the event server, then exits. If the remote agent is unable
to transfer the information, it waits and tries again until it can successfully communicate with the database.
Basic functionality of AutoSys Below is the diagram which explains the basic functionality, please check the
explanation. The event processor scans the event server for the next event to process. If no event is ready, the
event processor scans again in five seconds. The event processor reads from the event server that an event is
ready. If the event is a STARTJOB event, the job definition and attributes are retrieved from the Event Server,
including the command and the pointer full path name on the client machine to the profile file to be used for
the job. In addition, for jobs running on Windows machines, the event processor retrieves from the database
the user IDs and passwords required to run the job on the client machine. The event processor processes the
event. If the event is a STARTJOB, the event processor attempts to establish a connection with the remote
agent on the client machine, and passes the job attributes to the client machine. On a UNIX machine, the inetd
invokes the remote agent. The remote agent sends an acknowledgment back to the event processor indicating
that it has received the job parameters. The socket connection is terminated. At this point, the event processor
resumes scanning the event server database, looking for events to process. The remote agent starts a process
and executes the command in the job definition. The client job process runs to completion, then returns an exit
code to the remote agent and quits. Starting from profile, timezone, start time, starting condition and so on.
There are the two methods you can use to create job definitions: In this tutorial we will use JIL language to
create autosys jobs. Using this you can instruct autosys to save job definitions. This information saved in
autosys database. You can also create a jil file which contains job definition. You can then pass this jil file to
autosys. Essential attributes for defining job 1. Name used to identify the job. The job type is one of job types:
This attribute is automatically set to the user who invoked jil or the GUI to define the job, and cannot be
changed except by the edit superuser. The command attribute can be the name of any command, executable,
UNIX shell script or batch file, and its arguments. This attribute specifies the client machine on which the
command should be run. The days of the week attribute specifies the days on which the job should be run.
Sample jil file for command job echoJob. Run following command from unix:
Chapter 6 : CA Workload Automation AE - Wikipedia
Yes, you could call the unix comands in Autosys, Profile is the most important attribute for any job to be executed,
please make sure the environmental variable's are specified properly. cron2jil is the command which you would have to
run, after sourcing autosys on the machine you are working, you could run this command.
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You can configure Unicenter AutoSys JM to run using two databases, or Dual Event Servers. This feature provides
complete redundancy so that, if you lose one Event Server due to hardware, software, or network problems, operations
can continue on the second Event Server without loss of information or functionality.

Chapter 8 : Create & Manage Jobs using AutoSys. Job scheduling with AutoSys.
What is AutoSys? AutoSys is a job scheduling software, used for controlling and managing the unmanaged processes in
a client's machine, a task scheduler created by using a batch program or UNIX script.

Chapter 9 : Autosys installation | Unix Linux Forums | Red Hat
As a follow-up to our previous letter regarding End of Service of Unicenter AutoSys Job Management and , CA would
like to announce that support for these releases have been extended to March 15,
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